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T. I'itiOD1=10N

ho1)e ':oight_ to 1)L:ng yoHr consideration a a- Der of ec,.icerns

L:1(21 n.() have on Le coacez17 of prae-Lic CY :::rceciOm in ti oontext

o the classroom. Friends ar:d former students nw thu I u.n far from an

organized creature. And if tonight yo:: will al:_ow me zo f-llow no bent

of my personality a:id l t me wander and move in and about the topic without

a tight and sequential organization, I will be in your debt.

It is far from agreed upon that freedom should be the concern of the

schools. A very strong ease can be built for the task of the schools being

ultimately concerned with the imparting of knowledge and the developing of

skills and eompe-encies. Or as an institution of socialization - as Robert

Dreeben (1968) has advocated - where the primary focus is teaching for the

understanding and acceptance of rules and norms.

In these concepts of education :1,eedom Is thought of af: someth;ng

that either the child already poSsesses - and therefore does not hued

further nurturing by the schools - or as a quality that will nat r.ily

emerge later (perhaps at commencement time). Freedom is for outside the

school or for later, but not for the school.

I take an opposite view, I do not hold ireedoi;. is a naturally

developing property of man. Nor is it simply a matter of taking obstacles

and restraints out of the path of the individual. Rather, i hold that

freedom is a delicate and fragile quality of mind and behavior wiiich has

to h co.,-r,nized, valued, and encouraged by our schools. It would seem to

me tun u nati_on which espouses democratic ideals would find it necessary

to prepare it's children to live as democrats. And that it's schools would

treat the fostering of freedom not as something outside it's boundries of

concern, but as a primary responsibility.

'.r1+
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;:lcnt c othe;: the schools owe thr?Ir primary egiance

w,chih the

work of- proparri indivical 1_02 Iiving ih a 6eicocrtic society. Then

our task as teachers becomes that of encouraging irc, hOmane, and actualiz-

ing individuals who by these qualities strengthen the fibers of society.

No choice of allegiance is necessary. The encouragement of a free, aware,

socially sensitive individual at tho same time serves the democratic

community.

I would like now to briefly mention the way in which I wish to approach

our discussion of freedom in the classroom. I would first like to bring to

your attention the three types of relational patterns which are exhibited

by children in the classroom. Among other reasons, I do this to demonstrate

that as we encourage freedom not all children can be approached in the same

way. Next we will view the definitional components of freedom as well. as the

preconditions of freedom and their consequences. Finally we will view the

role of knowledge, thought, aad imagination in relation to the facilitation

of freedom. Collateral with all of this 1 will attempt to present the

orientation of the concerned teacher as he meets with the child.

The capaeity of the child to share in the direction of nfs fear, ing

and his life, and the school's responsibility in encouraging this process

is what we shall be discussing tonight.



IT. 1:IATIO;;AL PATTET:NS

It L ha hLJ11,.:1 to hegin with an exnmination o; three ,;enera]

ways in wMch children relate to the siLuations, pervons and L-hings In

their classroom environmet. These ways of perceiving and behaving

are called relatonnl _pat:terns. The three relational patterns that will

be described characterize three corresponding types of children: the

survivor, the adjuster, and the encOunterer. They differ in their open-

ness to experience, their ability to live independently, their maturity,

and their capacity to operate freely.

The most immature and least open of the relational patterns is

that of survival. A child operating at the survival level is concei-ned

with merely getting through time and space without disturbing his

established ways of satisfying needs. For whatever reason - perhaps

he has learned that his environment is a dang.erous and pcAinful place,

or can not by his efforts be mastered - the child wishes to keep things

constant and reduce the amount of change in his world. AccorOn,'/c' his

behavior is extremely sterot When he confronts a new

s-jtuation he will igno= its special demands and treat it as if it were

ne different than ! -evicus situations. When problems arise he attempt&

to meet them by re nonding with generally inapproppe behavior (he nly,

f^r 13-1.11 n wth tamLrums or withdraw coal:: etely or exhThit

extreme .-1_;.:1911lsiveness). To ti :! obser/er it wolcl apoeatr suk-. . 0-

havior :LE It is - hat it se12ves the :2_11-, tiori al net

ha-inf:2- the child and cen nimself up to something that may be

overw! Jming and pafiliul. The seeing advantage of the surv-jval patte,:-1

is safety through prr.2Licablit and reduction of uncertainty. Its dis-

advantEges are obvious. The individual does not e-row, he is unable tc



appreciate tc liic],eness of: those he meets, he has not permitted himself

) bc.t tz(r. of cop :LI s env 5 ronmen.L:, ma he 5s "bon;:Ci to

the iuliLdiate satisfaction of basic needs. The net effect is h; is nut

free. We will re-;:urn to this point later.

The scco-a 1,n7

others. The adjuster's concern is that of learning what is expected of

him by others and then producing corresponding behavior. his sensitivity

to a reference group's norms and expectations reminds one of David ReismanTs

.
"other - directed" individual. His reinforcements and rewards come from

the response of others to his behavior. While the adjuster is not fear-

ful of change, as was true of the survivor, awareness of change and

novelty is controlled. New ways of thinking and behaving are first sanc-

tioned by an authority or reference group, and then they are introduced

to the individual. Th insuring a slow flow of acceptable change. As

a result hc _2xperiences very few things first hand. The picture of the

adjuster that is emerging is one of a child vitally concerned with the

"right way". he is intolerant of divergence from the perceived correct

ways of behaving, thinking, and valuing.

The advantages of thd:, pattern over the survival pattern are apparent.

There is less rigidity, more awareness, more sensitivity to the needs of

others. Yet the limitations of the adjuster are striking. Though he

may believe otherwise, he is not directing his own life. Ee is not,

responsive to the uniqueness of.individuals who represent different ways

of living. He is not open to entertain divergent possibilities residing

within himself. To this extent he is less than free.



The rolationai pal:tom of greatest maturity and I might add ma-

tarity has little to do with ehronoloical age is that of the cn-

countercr. Many educators and psj,chologists (among them Aaron Stern,

Abraham Maslow, and John iiolt) have described the individual operating

at this level. Aaron Stern (l970,. ;Tharacterizes him as one who can live

with uncertaint-y. The effect of being able to live with uncertainty is

explained by Stern in this way: "it means you have a capacity to express

feelings and emotionality. If you need to be certain, if you must always

have your behavior, structured and controlled, then you must restrict

yourself to the areas Of human functioning that are controllable and

can be practiced, such as intellectual exercises. Feelings cannot be

controlled."

Ar -her trait of the encounterer is his ability to postpone

immediate gratification in the service of long range goals. We are

now referring to the power of the individual to surrender a prese7t

enjoyment for preparation that will yield a more important future

meaning; and of being able to discern the relationship of the present

to the future. In effect a thinking as well as a feeling human being.

John Holt (l969) depicts the encounterer as a child who "wantsito

w4ake sense out of things, find out how things work, gain competence and

AZ:\
r clicontrol over himself and his environment". Holt then goes on to say,

"He is open, receptive, and perceptive. He does not shut hiself off

-1-E*irom the strange, conalsed, and complicated world around him. he

observes it closely an& sharply, and tries to take it all in. He is

experimental. .
he wants to find out how reality works, and hc,

, 'on it. He is bold, He is not afraid of making mistakes. Anal he



uci "u cn tojeratc an exraorC:Tnary amount of uneerLaJnty,

confusion, inoranee, and suspense. 3:e does not live to have instant

meaning in any new situation. He is willing and able to wait for

meaning to come to him - eve.i if it comes very slowly, which it usually

does."

Of the three relational patterns - survival, adjustment, encounter-

the encounter represents the greatest freedom, and also the most social

sensitivity.

For the encounterer, freedom springs from encouragement of the very

traits he brings into the school situation. For the adjuster whose

locus of concern is the right way - accepting judgments and decisions

from others - freedom is nartured by providing greater areas of self-

direction. For the survivor, freedom comes only after the child learns

with support of the teacher that liie is not overpowering and painful -

tha:: can venture forth and be successful.

After viewing these relational patterns a question should be asked:

Where are we as teachers at? It has been my experience and observation

that the schools have 'almost exclusively fixed rpon and promoted the

adjustment pattern. Teachers expect their students to accept the given

ways of behaving and knowing. As Dreeben (1968) in his interesting

book ^n What Is Learned In Schools directly puts it: "To the question

of what is learned in school (I answer) pupils learn to accept principles

of cond:ict, or social norms, and to act according to them." Soole

children learn this kind of thing better than others. The survivors are

hard to reach, difficult on the teacher, difficult on the class. They

become scool prolems .

best of learners.

They bccollie special students. They ai-e not 'Jh?.
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Neither, noevr. are they cheoun-tercrs. Their indeendence of mind

and spirit make L-- question those principles (Di conduct and norii,s, to

which Drecben refers, as to s'ome greater personal meaning. Let r,ic say

again they are not the best of learners. Torrance, Yomomoto, Getzels

and Jackson among others have found that the child who exhibits indepen-

dent and creative learning behavior is generally castigated and isolatd

by his classmates, and viewed as bothersome by his teachers.

Along these lines, a piece of research was done by Wallach and

Kogan (1965). They studied an entire population of fifth graders in

a large suburan school district. After assessing creativity and intelli-

gence they divided their sample into iour groups: high intelligence -

high creativity, high intelligence - low creativity, low intelligence -

high creativity, and low intelligence - low creativity. They then viewed

the relative anxiety levels of each group. They found, not too sur-

prisingly, that the low intelligence - low creativity group exhibited

the highest anxiety scores, while - and this may be surprising -

the lowest degree of anxiety was found in the high intelligence - low

creativity group.

Why would those who are high in intelligence and low in creativity

be less anxious than those who are high in both intelligence and

creativity? Wallace (1971) offers this hypothesis: "They (the high

IQ low creativity group) possess sufficient intelligence to cope

adequately with the demands of their teachers. More importantly, their

low creativity is not an undersirable attribute in the typical elementary

classroom where conformance of thought rather than modification of thought

is usually rewarded3T.

8
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flow very ;ad c.hat we ace penalizng students who pr:esent the very

learning and Personal qualiLics -L:haL we shalld be enconrLIging.

We must realize that if iiiportant progress is to come in education

it will not be in the domain of more eMeient learning of skills or

the imparting of geater amounts of information, but rather in the

nurturance of the humanistic and democratic qualities such as those

exhibited by the eneounterer type.



III. COMPONENTS OF IlaCDOM

Let us now tur'n our attention to the componcnt of freedom. If

we for the moment define freedom as simply the capacity to actualize

choices it seems to me two components emerge as important. First,

and most significant, freedom rests upon belief and attitude. The

individual's belief that he can make choices; that every situation

presents the opportunity for choice; that he can do something about

a situation, if only to fram an attitude toward it. In this vein

Rollo May (1969) cites Merileau-Ponty as saying "every intention is

an attention, and attention is I can." Without this belief that he

can make choices the individual can not and will not make them. Things

will happen to him. Events will occur. But he will not see the volun-

tary that inheres in each situation.

The second component of freedom - along with the willingness to

choose - consists of the means and competencies for clibiee. I

wish to make certain choices I must have the individual resources

necessary to actualize them. For example, if I wish to go to Europe I

must first somehow get together the money for a fare, or be devious

enough to get there without paying (which is a resource). If I wish to

learn history it. helps if I have the competency of reading. Quite

simply, certain choices are excluded tothose who lack the individual

resources to gain them. It is in this area that the school may make a

great impact on enlarging the freedom of the child. Under the aegis of

the school the child learns skills which ultimately may be liberating.

By increasing his competencies, the schools, as a consequence, also in-

crease the options available to the child. All things being equal, look

at how much freer a Child is who can read against one who can not.

10
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It Is, howeven, al: this point that we confrontthe dilewma of the

schools in regard to freedom. The child is denied free direction of

his own life for weive years.so that with the acquisition oi certain

competencies and skills he might eventually become freer. He is, in a

sense, placed in a form of bondage so that he might eventually be free'.

The dilemi:a becomes clear. The fundamental belief underlying freedom -

that a person can make significant choices in his own life may be

weakened. For while in the school environment, all too often, others

have decided what is significant and worthwhile for the child. It is

difficult to learn to be free if the child has little opportunity to

practice making significant choices. The very belief and attitude of

freedom ordinarily does not nurture well in such soil.

The schools must grab the horns of this dilemma. As teachers the

task we must keep in the forefront of our pursuits is to enlarge the

.
students competencies and horizons and yet permit opportunity for

significant choice.

11



IV. ANTECEDENTS OF 1REIMOM

I am sugge:7,ting that Freedom :is not a given. It is not a quality

that ix inliurently present in each o.r.: us. Nor :IS it a qualdty that

11

exists by mere social prociamiAtiou and hy the granting of rights and

privileges. Freedom rests upon the belief and attitude that one can

make and actualize choices. And freedom is further extended by the

means, competencies, and talents that the individual may put into

service. Belief and competencies are learned. It follows then that

the capacity to be free can be learned.

At this point let us enlarge ol oyoring definition of reedom to

er).lasize a characeristic that has ule t now only been implIed - that

of aware choice. :7reedom becomes then the capacity to choos-2 with

awareness and to actualize this choice. Joseph Church (1961) in his

significant work Language and the Discovery of Reality distinguishes

between two major modes of perception and behavior. "The first mode

is what is called participation, where we respond organismically in an

unmediated, reflex - like way to the dynamic, affective . . . properties

of the environment. The second is contemplative perception, where action

is suspended in favor of inspection, judgment, and analysis."

In the participation mode, the individual is claimed by the immediacy

of his environment. He has no choice but to respond as the situation

seeming]y impels. The awareness of the possibility of choice is just

non-existent. On the other hand,the contemplative mode permits the

greatest range of aware choice. The person has detached himself from

the powc,,-ful valancies of his immediate surroundings. He has surveyed

and evaluated the situation. He has analyzed possible options. His

choice is mediated by time and by thought, and is therefore a 0mine

choice- The participant orientation is characteristic of very young chil-

dren and many of the children before duseribed as survivors.

' sc:d
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If the schools are to enlarge the individual's scope of freedom they

must firt recnize the antecedents of his freedom - that is, pre-

co..1ditions of his becoming free. One of these antecedents is the

child's capacy for mediated action. Consideration before activity.

What is necessary is the encouragement in the child of those charac-

teristics Church describes as contemplative over thos- of the partici-

pative. With the powers of mediated thought the envirc ceases to

be a epmj ailing controller of the child's attention, bu.-: .-teac )ecomes

a ground for the actualization of choice. The child gai vas-ly

improved position in that rather than merely reacting to t seeiTing

pull of his environment, he may survey his situation, ig:o the

irrelevant, and focus upon those elements which serve his T lls. If

he does not develop this capacity of mediation he becomes an inmate'

of his environment.

Closely related is another antecedent to freedom, the ability to

delay impulse and defer immediate gratification of needs. The child of

the survivor pattern frequently can not delay the immediate.fulfillment

of his needs. His environment is not perceived in all its richness, but

instead only as a backdrop for the satisfaction of his compelling needs.

Immediate gratification of impulse does not permit the individual

direction of his own life. It makes him oblivious to the possibilities

residing within himsel f and his world.

The teacher who is aware of these antecedents of freedom; and who

aids and supports the child in his movement from immature to more

mature modes of behavior; and who brings the child to a point where

he can control his impulse and postpone glatifieation permits a per-

spective which appree'iates the promisu of the future. Terspective
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which further a:Liews the child the choice of whether he wishes to part-ici-

pate in the inuilediate environment and if so to determine what fashion that

partici)ation will take. The imMediate environment ceases to impose itself

upon him.

Eow I wish I could agree with John Holt and other educational naturalists

who maintain that all the child really needs in order to be free T to be

placed in a free classroom environment on his own mettle and resour(2. He

would then become an instant eneounterer. I wish I could agree but I can

not. Some children arrive at school as encounterers and as we've mentioned

there is an unfortunate environmental press to make adjusters of them. The

prescription for such children is to encourage their bent, to entrust them

with much of.their own education, and to support and challenge them. Too,

their exists,a great need to invest the adjuster with greater amounts of

self-direction. It is, however, the needs and condition c>f the survivor

that Holt does not dulty recognize. This child if placed in a free environ-

ment with little intervention would not suddenly become liberated. He if any

thing would be worse off, for then there would be no resistance to his self- .

defeating patterns. We would not see the survivor transformed into a

curious, happy explorer. These are children who actually possess a fear

of new experience. With them, as Shirley Cohen (1968) aptly states, "coping

does not always mean a direct path toward higher and more mature levels of

functioning."

No, there are preconditions to freedom and John Holt's prescription

for non-intervention and non-direction would result in a great disservice

to those children who are bound by internal constraints. Constraints

that are translated into rigid, unaware, and impulsive behavior. Be-

havior which may be bound in a very narrow manner to the immediate

environment.
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Recocynition of the anteeendonts of freedom p emits the, teLtcher to more

adechtately assess Jac child's need with the end of self-direction.

15



FREI:DOM, IKNO E, AND THE TEAc=

A statement is -n order about tne re1ation6hip between knowledge

aud freedom. It is ;17-lost Lanal.to say to "know 5s to be free." Ti I

lnov., I am more aware, anc] in this increased awareness I Lave greaLei

cnoiee. many critics of the schoils among them John Holt, P1 Goodman,

and Herbert Kohl have brought into question the desirability of intro-

ducing to the child any knowledge which does not emanate directly from

him. Paul Goodman (1969) states: "It seems stupid to decide a priori

what the young ought to know and then try to 'motivate them, instead of

letting the initiativq come from them..."

This particular concept of education strikes me as constraining

rather than enriching. It deprives the teacher of an active role in

meeting and challenging his students. If we exclusively follow Holt's

(1969) suggestion of just giving "children as much help and guidance as they

need and ask for . . . and then get out of their way" it strips, in Buber's

terms, much of the "thouness" of the teacher. The teacher is reduced to

merely a waiting and watching option to be plucked at an appropriate time

by the student. But as Buber (1958) has said in his I and Thou "all real

living is meeting", it would then follow that authentic education is a'

process of two persons - teacher and student - meeting.

Maurice Friedman (1960) in talking about the teacher-student rela-

tionship stated: ."Only a philosophy of dialogue makes possible an

adequate picture of what does...take place: the pupil grows through

his eneonnter with the person- of the teacher...In this encounter the

reality which the teacher.:.presents to him comes alive for him:

transformed from the potential, the abstract, and the unrelated

it is
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to the actual, concrete, and present immediacy of a personal and...

reciprocal re:ationship.
This means that no real learning takes place

unless the pupil participates, hL:t it also means that the pupil must

encounter something really 'other' than himself before he learns.

It is not a matter of keeping out of the student's way as Holt

suggests, it is rather a question of the spirit and orientation the

teacher brings to his meeting with his student. Is he perceiving

and experiencing the uniqueness of tha student - his world, his needs, his

present moment - and is he then challenging the student to go beyond this

point of knowing and being? Is he creating a tension between the moment .

and the student's ability to create the next moment? Does he open the

door to other worlds the student might not otherwise confront without him?

And with this, is he opening up his personal world to the student? Here

is a teacher who is not controlling the student's life, not pumping in

knowledge which is not pertinent to the child, not a spectator of the child's

life.- But, instead, an active human being sharing his perspective with

his student, bringing out the talents and promise of the child, while

challenging the child to encounter new horizons.

Holt (1967) in his influential book How Children Fail has held that

knowledge thought to be important becomes obsolete or useless soon

after it has been learned. He cautions about the child encountering

this sort of knowledge in this way: "The child who remembered everything

he learned in school would live his life believing many things that were

not so."

Holt's stand on the encountering of knowledge was viewed by Sam

McCracken (1970) as "curiously absolutist." For Holt would want the
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knowledge to be perfeeted 'before it is introduced - that is, not capable

of being modified by new experience. Holt however realized that this

perfecting was not possible, and his response was to admonish againsL

preselecting any knowledge for student encounter. Yet, David Kreeh(1969)

has suggested that mo3t knowledge - not merely that which is preselected -

is partial and incomplete. Krech goes on to say that "much of the knowledge

we acquire - whether through experience or formal education - is simply

wrong." In other words both preselected and informal experiential knowledge

are fraught with many of the same difficulties.

The emphasis.then should not be placed upon the perfectibility of

knowledge. The emphasis should be instead upon the honesty and openness

that we bring to encounters with the student. In their encounters the

teacher and student should view knowledge as provisional and not as static.

Their model of the world should be open and responsive to new experience.

Some knowledge is more reliable and less likely to change than other

knowledge. But none is perfect and none is perfectible.

What is being said here, is that knowi_edge generated out of the

meeting between teacher and student is necessary and freedom enhancing.

As Jerome Bruner (1962) has written "the guarantee against limits is the

sense of alternatives." Knowledge about and from the world developed

through the shared perspectives of teacher and student provides, such

alternatives.

To line with this, the atLitude and belief the individual holds that

he can make and actualize choices is strengthened by the recognition that

events and phenomena can be known and that regularities of experience may

be discerned and organized. For then the individual can depend upon his

18
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experience and learning as repvesent.ing reliable guides for future decision

maki ile will learn tha t he can affect -things ; and that s actions have

certa in conseuenecs . Feedback can he placed against his framework of

knowledve about the world and be meaningfully evaluated. Let me go

further and suggest that knowledue of the constancies of experience

aids the child in his approach to the unknown and unce:_.-tainties of life;

that as he realizes that much of his world is open to his understanding,

he will gain trust in his capacity to confront that which he does not yet under-

stand.

19
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vI. rRmi:DON AND IMAGINATION

Thining, encountering, and knowing become fostering processes of

freedom. Another ingredient should be Lriefly introduced into our dis-

cussion - that of imagination. Lev Snestov - the Russian existential

thinker who has not enjoyed the audience he deserves - distinguishes

between thinking and reasoning. Reasoning he notes is too squential,

too tied down to the task of objectively understanding what now exists.

Reasoning holds in check and in time destroys the power of imagination.

Thinking to Shestov (1966) "mean5 the relinquishing of logic" and its

replacement with imagination. For Shestov only imagination of all man's

faculties is equipped to deal with the major problems of the individual's

existence. For imagination can i)est deal with what is not. To Shestov

education should be "the art which aims at breaking down the logical

continuity of argument and brings man out on the shoreless sea of

imagination where everything is possible." Restraints of the environ-

ment and the bounds of necessity ore not recognized, as the individual

can envision any course of action and any world view he likes. Only

when he forgets the so-called "laws"-given or derived from experience-

ean the individual be free.

As Shestov7s view is situated by the one we have been discussing

a tension. develops. Unlike Shestov what is held here is that the

seeking and understanding of the regularities and constancies of our

world are important in the actualization of choice, and that they

need not choke - off imagination- Shestav, however, reminds us that

honest search and discovery of this world is' not enough. What is

further required is the creation of flew worlds.
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VI:. CONCLUSION

The emphasis of tonight's discussion has 1CON 1720F.: the enoonraemont

of freedom in the child. Recognition of the components and antecedents

of irecom have underscored my belief that freedom is a learned quality

and that the teacher must foster and encourage it; furthermore, that

some come to the school not as aware, exploring and _free youngsters hut

as children who arc rigid, bound, and afraid. And the teacher's responsi-

bility here is to actively reach out and support the child while modifying

the child's behavior toward the end of greater self-direction. Further,

the teacher in his dealings with all children is not as an option in the

child's classroom environment, but an interactive, concerned human being

meeting with another human.- the child. The teacher's purpose is at all times

to challenge the student and to create tension

For tension is inherent in education and in choice. What the individual

is opposes what he might be. What he is doing opposes what might be. done.

An option selected creates a new state of being and all of the risks and

uncertainties that go with it. An option selected entails a rejection of

other possible states of being. And in this sense every actualized choice

expresses a movement away from present being.

We have talked about the place of knowledge in providing the child

a framework for making and evaluating choice. We have mentioned the

need for detachment from the immediacy of environmental presses and of

mediation of time and thought in enlarging the range of aware choice.

And finally we talked briefly of Shestov's cautions about the

deadening effects that reason may have on imagination. To Shestov

imagination was a forebear of free thought and action; only imaginalion

could transcend the limits of the given world.
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There is a need to transcend the parameters of the immediate, yet to

preserve an a1 2preciation of and joy in the present moment. A need to

encourage tension between the acknowledgement of the constancies and

'regularities of our world and the belief that the individual can create

his own pathways, his own life, his own world- that nothing is impossible.

Can the school achieve the balance necessary to stimulate and nurture this

type of freedom? By balanced I do not mean by walking a middle line, but

rather by recognizing the demands of life, the need of reason, the areas of

the unknown, and .eneouraging the student to understand these, and yet

challenging the student's will to transcend them. Can the school achieve

this balance? I do not know. yet I would like to see us try. You know,

we have never really tried.
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